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1. Introduction
In [2] we discussed the uniform distributivity of sequences of elements
of ifJ=GF[q, x], the ring of polynomials in the indeterminate x over a
finite field GF(q) of q elements, where q=pr for some prime number p
and positive integer r. For definitions and meaning of symbols used in
this paper we refer to part 1. A reference to formula (a·b) in part I is
indicated by Lia-b].
In this paper we prove an analogue of Van der Corput's fundamental
inequality from which we derive an analogue of his well-known difference
theorem (theorem (2.2)). See [1]. We remark however that lemma (2.1)
and theorem (2.2) differ essentially from Van der Corput's inequality and
difference theorem. For, here we have functions defined on ifJ instead of I,
the set of non-negative integers. Consequently theorem (2.2) is not con-
tained in any of the generalizations of the difference theorem given by
J. H. B. KEMPERMAN ([3]).
Theorem (2.2) is used in proving theorem (2.5) which states a necessary
and sufficient condition for the uniform distributivity (mod 1) in ifJ'=
=GF{q, x} of the sequence {f(Zi)}, where f(Y) is a polynomial over ifJ'
of degree k with O<k<p and T= {Zt} is the sequence constructed in
paragraph 3 of part 1.
Theorems I(3.4) and (3.4) give a necessary and sufficient condition for
the uniform distributivity of the sequence {[f(Zi)]}. It appears necessary
that for the proof of the uniform distributivity in ifJ of this sequence,
the cases k = 1 and 2 -;;;, k <p are treated separately.
Remark. It has been pointed out to the author that the domain of
the exponential function e, defined in I paragraph 2, is not the whole
of ifJ'. To ensure that the domain of e equals ifJ' we add to the definition
of e: If IX E ifJ' and deg(IX) -;;;, - 2, then e(IX) = 1.
2. Uniform distribution in ifJ' of the fractional parts of polynomials over ifJ'
Let f( Y) be a polynomial over ifJ' in the indeterminate Y of degree k
with O<k<p (where p is the characteristic of GF(q)). We will show that
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a necessary and sufficient condition that {/(Zi)} is uniformly distributed
(mod 1) in CP' is that the polynomial/( Y) -/(0) has at least one irrational
coefficient.
We first prove some preliminary results, one of which is the following
analogue of VAN DER CORPUT'S fundamental inequality ([1]).
L e m m a (2. 1 ) . Let u be acornplex-val ued function defined on CP.
Let nand 8 be positi ve integers such that qS ~ n. If n = aqS~_ b where a
and b are integers such that 0'5.b~ qS I, then
" .. " "(2.1) qs(n+qs-b)-ll L U(Zt}12~ L lu(ZdI2 + L I U(Zk)U(Zk+Zh),
i-I i-I h-2 k-l
where u(B) = 0 if r(B) ~ n.
Proof. Ifeisal1on-negativeintegerandeqs~r(Zi)«et l)qsthenol1e
easily verifies that eqS -S r(Zi + Zj) < (e+ 1)qS for all integers i with 1 -:;;;: j:5. qa.
Hence, sinee u(B) = 0 for r(B) ~ n, we have
(2.2)
" ,,+q'-b Q8
qs I u(Zd= L L u(Zt+Zj).
i-I i-I ;-1
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we get from (2.2)
" ,,+o'-b
q2s1 L u(Zt)12~(n+qs-b) L
i-I i-I
Consequently
"I L U(Zi +Zj)12.
f=1
(2.3)
" ,,+q8_b q8
q2s(ni-qs-b)-II L U(Zt)12~ I 2 IU(Zi IZj)12 i
i=1 i=1 ;=1
,,+0'-b q8 q'
L L L u(Zd Zj)1l(Zt +ZZ)
i-I ;=1 1-1
hI
where II and L2 denote the two sums on the right-hand side.
Similar to (2.2) we have
(2.4) "Il~qs L lu(Zt)12•
i=1
In,L2 terms appear which are of the form U(Zk)U(Zk+Zh), k=l, 2, ... ,
n-t-qs-b and h=2, 3, ... qs. Fix k and h, i.e., fix Zk and Zh, then if we
also keep j fixed, there exist uniquely one i and one l such that Zt + Zj = Zk
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and Zi+Z/=Zk +Zh, viz . Zt =Zk-Zj and Z/ =Zh+Zj. Since j assumes
exact ly qS values, we have
a' n+a'- bI 2= qs L L U(Zk)U(Zk +Zh)
h-2 k-l(2.5)
a' n
=qS L I U(Zk)U(Zk +Zh)
h-2 1:-1
because of the fact that u(B) = 0 if r(B) ~ n . Substituting (2.4) and (2.5)
in (2.3) and dividing by q8, we obtain relation (2.1). This completes the proof.
Theorem (2.2). Let g: ([J -+ ([J' be a function and put gB(Zt)=
= g(Zt I B) - g(Zd. If the sequence {gB(Zt)} is uniformly distributed (mod 1)
in (/J/ for all BE (/J with B 1= 0, then the sequence {g(Zt)} is uniformly
distributed (mod 1) in ([J/.
Proof. Let n, 8, a and b be as in lemma (2.1), and let A be an arbitrary
element of ([J- {O}. Put in (2.1) u(Z;) =e(Ag(Zd) where e is the function
defined in I paragraph 2 (see also the remark at the end of paragraph 1).
Since for all IX E </>/ le(IX)1 = 1 we have
(2.6)
and
(2.7)
It follows from
n n
I !U(ZI )!2= I le(A g(Zt))1 2
i - I i ~ 1
=n
~ U(Zk+Zh) = e(A g(Z k + Zh))
( = e( -Ag(Zk +Zh)).
(2.7) and 1(2.1) that
\(2.8) I
0' n 0' 04.'I L U(Zk)U(Zk +Zh) < L I L U(Zk)U(Zk +Zh)! -jbqs
h~2 k o -l h-2 k-l
q8 at;l
= I I L e( - A gZh(Z k))11 bqs.
h-2 k~1
Substituting (2.6) and (2.8) in (2.1) and dividing by nqS we obtain
n a' ~
n(n -;-qL-b)-lln -1 L e(A g(Zi ))12;:;; q-s'l-q-s L In-1 L e(-AgZh(Zk))1 +bn-1•
i-I h-2 k-l
By the condition in the theorem and by Carlitz's criterion (see 1(2.4)
with IXt = gZh(Z tl and A replaced by -A) we have for n -+ oo
a</'
n-1 L e( -AgZh(Zk)) - > 0
k-I
for every h e {2, 3, ... , qs}.
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Conse quently
"lim sup !n-1 I e(Ag(Zi ) )I2 ~q-s .
tI -+OO i = 1
Since t he left-hand side of this inequality is independent of 8 , it follows
"that lim n - 1 L e(Ag(Zi ))= 0 and t hus it follows from Carlitz's crit erion
1\-+00 i- I
(see 1(2.4) with ai = g(Zi )) t hat t he sequence {g(Zi)} is uniformly distributed
(mod 1) in (j) ' . Th is comp letes the proof.
Co r o ll a r y (2.3) . If t(Y) is a polynomial over (j)' of degree k with
0 < k < P such that t he leading coefficient of t(Y ) is irrat ional, then t he
sequence {f(Zi)} is un iformly distributed (mod 1) in (j) '.
Proof. This corollary follows from repeated applicat ion of theorem
(2.2) and from theorem 1(3.3). (Put in theorem 1 (3.3) A i =Zi and observe
that {Zta } is uniformly distributed (mod I) in (j)' if an d only if {Zta +,8}
is uniformly distributed (mod 1) in (j) ' , where ,8 in (j) ' is arbit rary).
L emm a (2 .4) . If a E fiJ' is irrational and D E (j) with D =I= O, then t he
sequence {a[ZtD-1]} is uniformly distributed (mod 1) in (j) '.
Proof. If deg(D) = 0 t hen D E GF(q) - {O} and a[ZtD -1] = D - laZi .
Using corollary (2.3) with t(Y )= D - la Y we see that {a [ZtD-1]} is uniformly
distributed (mod 1) in (j)' .
If deg(D) > 0, then t here exists a BE (j) such t hat deg(B) < deg(D) and
[a +B] is divisible by D . Again, using corollary (2.3) with f( Y) = (a +B)
D-l Y we have by Carlit z's criterion (see 1 (2.4) wit h ai = t (Z;) and A = 1)
for n --700
"L e((a+ B )ZiD-1)= o(n).
i = 1
Now
n "L e((a + B )ZiD-1)= 2: e(iX [Z iD-1] +B[ZtD-1]+ [a +B]((ZiD-1))+
i - I i - I
((a +B))((Zc1D))).
Since (i) B[ZiD-1] E (j) , (ii) [a +B]((ZiD-l)) E (j) , becau se D- l[a +B] E (j) and
D((ZtD -1)) E (j) , and (iii) deg (((a +B))( (ZiD-1)))~ - 2 we have
e(B [ZtD-1] + [a + B]((ZtD-1))+ ((a +B))((ZtD -1))) = 1.
Hence by propert y I (2.1) we have for n ~ 00
"L e(a[ZtD-1] )= o(n).
i - I
Now, let A be an arbitrary element of (j) - {O}. Then Aa is irrational since
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iX is so. Therefore the above relation also holds for AiX instead of IX. Hence
by Carlitz's criterion (see I (2.4) with iXt= iX[ZtD-']) the sequence {iX[ZtD-I]}
is uniformly distributed (mod 1) in $'. This completes the proof.
We now come to the main theorem of this paragraph.
Theorem (2.5). Let I( Y) be a polynomial over ([J' of degree k with
0 < k < p. Then the sequence {/(Zt)} is uniformly distributed (mod 1) in
([J' if and only if the polynomial I( Y) - / (0) has at least one irrational
coeffi cient .
k
Proof. First assume I(Y) = 2: iXlY/(iXl E c[>', 1=0, 1, ... , k) where iXl is
I~O
the only irrational coefficient of I( Y) -cxo. Then we may write I( Y) ,....,
=g(Y) liXlY --:-iXo, where g(Y) is a polynomial over c[>' having rational
coefficients only. Let D be the least common multiple of the denominators
of these coefficients. Put deg(D) = d. Let n be a positive integer and let
a and b be two integers such that n=aqd ·;·b and O -;i,b ~qd_l.
Then we write
n aqd n
2: e(f (Zt }} = L e(f (Z t }} + 2: e(f(Z t))
i-I i-I i-a.f+l
where 2:1 and L2 denote the two sums on the right-hand side.
Here L2=o(n), (n -+ 00) and
aqd
Ll = 2: e(g(Z z) +iX1ZI +iXo)
i=1
a-I Ik+1)od
= L L e(g(Zz) !'CXIZI j·iXO).
k=O l-k.f+l
Now, if k is a non-negative integer and i is an integer such that kqd+ 1 :::;;
~ i ~ (k + 1)qd, then
{Zllkqd+ 1~ 1 ~ (k i- l)qd}= {D[ZtD-1] +Zj\1 ~j ~qd}.
This implies
Od
L e(g(D [Z(D - I ] + Zj) + iXI(D[Z;D-I] + Zj) +iXO).
i- I
It follows from the definition of D that g(DA + B ) = g(B) (mod 1) and
thus, by property I (2.2), we have e(g(DA + B ))=e(g(B )) for all A and B
in C[>. Consequently we have using I (2.1)
Od GOdLI= q-d L e(g(Zj)-t- iX1Z j + iXo) L e(iX1D [Z ;D-I ]).
i-I i-I
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It follows from lemma (2.4) with IX=IX1D and Carlitz's criterion (see I (2.4)
with IXt=IX1D[ZtD-1J and A = 1) that for n ~ 00
Ll=o(n).
Hence
(2.9)
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lim n-1 L e(f(Zt}) = O.
n-+OO ''*1
Let A be an arbitrary non-zero element of f/J. Then (2.9) also holds for
AI(Z,) instead of I(Z,). By Carlitz's criterion (see I (2.4) with IXt ~ I(Zt})
this implies that the sequence {/(Z,)} is uniformly distributed (mod 1)
in l/>'.
k
We now proceed by induction. Suppose that if g(Y)= L IXIYI(IXI E f/J',
I~O
1=0,1, ... , k, O<k<p) where tn-I is the largest integral value of 1 such
that IXI is irrational, the sequence {g(Zt}} is uniformly distributed (mod 1)
k
in l/>'. Let I(Y)= L /hYI (PI El/>', l=O, 1, ... , k) where m is the largest
1-0
integral value of 1 such that PI is irrational. Put for an arbitrary B E f/J
1B(Y) = I(Y+B) -/( Y).
Then 1B(Y) is a polynomial satisfying the condition of the induction
hypothesis provided that e» O. Hence the sequence {fB(Zt}} is uniformly
distributed (mod 1) in f/J' for all B ef. 0 in f/J'. By theorem (2.2) this implies
that the sequence {f(Zt)} is uniformly distributed (mod 1) in f/J'.
Conversely, suppose I( Y) - 1(0) has rational coefficients only. Let D be
the least common multiple of the denominators of these coefficients.
Then e(DI(Z,)) = e(DI(O)) for all Z, E f/J. Using Carlitz's criterion (see
I (2.4) with A~D and IXt=/(Zi)) we see since
"lim n-1 L e(DI(Zj)) = e(DI(O))
~oo ;=1
;60
that the sequence {f(Zt)} is not uniformly distributed (mod 1) m f/J'.
This completes the proof.
3. Uniiorm distribution in f/J 01 the integral parts 01 polynomials over f/J'
As a consequence of theorem (2.5) we have by corollary I (2.3) with
IXt = I(Z,) the following result.
Corollary (3.1). Let I( Y) be defined as in theorem (2.5) and let
{t(Zi)} be uniformly distributed (mod 1) in f/J'. Then the sequence {[f(Z,)]}
is uniformly distributed in l/>.
In particular we have shown that the sequences {ZikIX} and {[Z,kIX]} are
uniformly distributed in f/J' and f/J provided that 0 < k <p and IX is ir-
rational.
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We want to extend corollary (3.1). Therefore we need two lemmas
which are analogues of theorems which can be found in [4] p. 82 and
p. 84 respectively. Since the proofs of these lemmas are almost identical
to the ones given in [4], we will omit them here.
Lemma (3.2). Let!( Y) he a polynomial over (/) of degree k with
k ;Z; 1. Then there exist infinitely many pairs (A , P) of elements of (/) with
deg(A) < deg(P ) and P irreducible such that !(A) =0 (mod P).
L e m m a (3 .3). Let!( Y) be a polynomial over (/) of degree k with
k ~1. Let MfE(/), i=1 ,2, ... ,8, such that (Mt , Mj)=1 for i=l=j (i,j=
= 1,2, ... ,8). If the congruence !(Y) - 0 (mod M f ) has Vf incongruent
(mod M t ) solutions (i = 1,2, ... ,8), then the congruenoe j'(Y) = 0 (mod M)
has VI V2 ... Vs incongruent (mod M) solutions, where M = M IM2 ... Ms.
We now can state and prove the main theorem of this paragraph.
'I'he or e m (3.4). Let !(Y) be a polynomial over (/)' of degree k with
1 -ck <p o Then the sequence () {[f(Zt)]} is uniformly distributed in (/) if
and only if the sequence {/(Zt)} is uniformly distributed (mod 1) in (/)'.
Remark. The case that the degree of !(Y) equals 1 has been con-
sidered in theorem I (3.4) with At~ !(Zt) , since a sequence {Bi } is uniformly
distributed in (/) if and only if the sequence {[Bi +£x]} is uniformly dis-
tributed in (/) for all £x in (/)'.
Proof. By an argument similar to the one used in the above remark
we may suppose that !(O)= o.
Corollary (3.1) proves the sufficiency. We prove the necessity by showing
that if f( Y) has rational coefficients only then () is not uniformly distributed
modulo some element of (/) and hence not uniformly distributed in (/).
We first consider the case that ttY) is a monomial. Let !(Y)=AB-Iy/c
with B 1= 0 and 2~ k <po If A =°then clearly 0 is not uniformly distributed
in (/). Thus we may assume that deg A ~ o.
Put deg(A) = a and deg(B) = b, and let M be any polynomial in (/) such
that m = deg(M) 2; 1. Consider the congruence
(3.1) (mod ABM2).
Since k ~ 2, Y = LBM satisfies this congruence for every L in (/). Hence
the number of solutions of (3.1) of degree less than v, where v is an integer
and v ;Z;b+m, is at least qv-b-m. Consequently since m;Z;1 we have
q-v()(qV, 0, ABM2) ~ q-tJ-m
> q-a-tJ-2m
for every integer v ;Z; b+m. This implies that
lim sup n-IO(n, 0, ABM2»q-a-b-2m.
1>-+00
13 Tndagationes
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Hence the sequence 0 is not uniformly distributed (mod ABM2) in fJJ.
Suppose now that I( Y) is not a monomial and that I( Y) has rational
coefficients only. Let DE fJJ be a common multiple of the denominators
of these coefficients. Put d = deg(D). Without loss of generality we may
assume d » O. Then we may write I( Y) = D-lg( Y) ys with 8 ~ 1, g( Y) a
polynomial (not a monomial) over fJJ, and g(O) =1= O. Let u be an integer
such that 2u ;::;; qd+l.
According to lemma (3.2) there exist infinitely many pairs (A, P) of
polynomials in fJJ with deg(A) < deg(P) and P irreducible such that
g(A) 0 (mod P). Consider u such pairs (A j , Pj) with the additional
condition that deg(Pj»max (d, deg(g(O))), j=l, 2, ... , u. Then Aj=l=O for
all j = 1,2, ... , u, for otherwise g(O)= 0 which is not true. Consequently
for each j = 1,2, ... , u there exist at least two incongruent (mod Pj)
solutions of the congruence g(Y)Ys = 0 (mod Pj), viz. Y=O and Y=Aj.
Furthermore, Y = 0 is a solution of the congruence g( Y) Ys~ 0 (mod D).
Since P j is irreducible and deg(Pj) »-d. for each j = 1, 2, ... , u, each two
different polynomials of the set {P l , P 2 , ... , P u, D} are relatively prime.
We now apply lemma (3.3) with 8 =u+ 1, Mj=Pj and Yj= 2 (j = 1,2, ... , u),
Ms=D and Ys= 1, and M =P1Pz ... PuD and conclude that the congruence
g( Y) Ys '== 0 (mod P1PZ ... P uD) has at least 2U incongruent (mod P 1P2 ...
... PuD) solutions. Put P=P1P2 ... P u and let t=deg(P). Since f( Y) =
= D-lg( Y) ys we see that the congruence
(3.2) [f(Y)]-O (mod P)
has at least 2U incongruent (mod P D) solutions. Hence, if v is an integer
such that v~t+d, then the number of solutions of (3.2), which are of
degree less then v, is at least 2Uqv- t- d. This implies that
q-vf)(qV, 0, P) ~ 2Uq- t- d.
Since 2U > qd+l it follows that
lim sup n-10(n, 0, P)? q-t+l
z-q:',
Hence () is not uniformly distributed (mod P) in fJJ. This completes the
proof.
Remar k. The restrictions deg(f( Y)) <p in theorems (2.5) and (3.4)
cannot be omitted. We will show that there exists an irrational iX in (j)'
such that the sequence {iXZi P } is not uniformly distributed (mod 1) in (j)'
and such that the sequence {[XiXZi P]} is not uniformly distributed (mod x)
in (j).
00
Let iX = LX-pi. Then iX is algebraic and satisfies the equation xPYp-
;-1
- xPY + 1 = O. It is not difficult to show that this equation has no rational
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solutions in CP'. Hence <X is irrational. Let Z E cP be arbitrary and put
k k
Z= L alx l where al E GF(q), l=O, 1, ... , k. Then ZP= L (at}pxPI and
1-0 I~O
00 k
<xZP= L .L (al)px-pi+PI. Since -pi+pl = ° (mod p) for all j?;,.-i and
1-1 1-0
l ~ 0, we see that -pi +pl =!= -1 for all j ~ 1 and l ~ 0. Henee the coefficient
of X-I of :xZP equals zero for all Z E CP. This implies that for all non-negative
integers i
Carlitz's criterion (see I (2.4) with A ~ 1 and <Xi'~<xZiP) now implies that
the sequence {<xZi P} is not uniformly distributed (mod 1) in CP'.
Since deg(x-I((x<xZjP))~ --2 we have by property I (2.1)
e(x-1[x<xZjP])~ e(<xZjP)e( - x-I ( (x<xZjP»))
=e(<xZiP)
=1.
It follows from theorem I (2.1) that the sequence {[x<xZjP]} is not uniformly
distributed (mod x) in CP.
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